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Salty Nut arson suspect arrested
USC student also accused
of setting three other fires
Julianne Lewis and Thad Moore
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

An apprehended USC student is believed
to have started the Jan. 6 Salty Nut Cafe fire
and is suspected in three attempted arsons
around campus.
Theodore Walter Podew il I V, 22,
was arrested when police arrived at his
apartment on the 900 block of Laurens
Street around 8:30 p.m. Tuesday. He
was asleep when officers arrived, and he
cooperated peacefully, police said.
Podewil, a fourth-year criminal justice
student, is charged with manufacturing,

possessing and using an incendiary device
and is being held at the Alvin S. Glenn
Detention center with bail set at $25,000.
Law enforcement
c ho s e not t o c h a r g e
Po d e w i l w i t h a r s o n
because if he’s convicted,
t h e c u r r e nt c h a r g e s
would result in a longer
imprisonment, according
to Fire Department Chief
Aubrey Jenkins.
The incendiary device
PODEWIL charge can result in 10
to 20 years in prison, while an arson charge
carries a lighter sentence with a maximum
of 10 years.
“He was manufacturing,” Jenkins said,
referring to Molotov cocktails Podewil

allegedly made. “That’s why we chose that
charge, as opposed to the arson charge.”
Incidents occurring over the weekend led
investigators to Podewil.
Police said he threw a Molotov cocktail
consisting of a Rolling Rock beer bottle,
a white cloth and an unknown chemical
at a dumpster behind t he Universit y
Technology Services Annex Saturday night.
However, the concoction did not ignite, and
his fingerprints were found on the duct tape
he allegedly used to tape the cloth to the
bottle.
The brand of the bottle, according to
an incident report, “coincides with several
similar open investigations” by campus and
Columbia police.
At the scene of another incident the
SALTY NUT ● 3

Spring??
udden
dd

South Carolina
might not see
winter weather

Amanda Coyne

ACOYNE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

A warm, beautiful February
day in South Carolina? Recent
temperatures, floating between
50 and 70 degrees Fahrenheit,
have made last year’s 5-inch
snowfall and subsequent snow
days a distant memory to most,
raising the question: Will USC
have a winter?
“ I t ’s n o t l i k e l y,” C a r y
Mock , associate professor of
geography, said. “You can never
rule out the chance of a freak
event, but there’s a 70 percent
chance it will be warmer than
normal for the next six weeks
or so. If we don’t get to colder
weather by the end of February,
there’s really no chance.”
The fact that the U.S. is
undergoing a La Niña event
doesn’t help Columbia’s chances
of wintry weather.
“Typically, the Southeast
tends to have drier and warmer
conditions during a La Niña
year,” said Leonard Vaughan,
a meteorologist at the National
Weather Service. “That’s been
the case this year.”
La Niña events are
c h a r ac t er i z e d b y s u r f ac e
temperatures in the eastern
Pacific Ocean that are colder
than normal.
“This reduces evaporation
and often results in a shift

Kelsey Phillips / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

of t he polar jet st ream
farther north,” professor and
Geography Department Chair
Greg Carbone said. “With the
poleward shift in the jet stream,
cold, Arctic air has less chance
of penetrating across North
America.”

A lso contributing to the
recent warm weather is the
North Atlantic Oscillation ,
a fluctuation in atmospheric
pressure which influences winds
and storm tracks . When the
oscillation is in what Vaughan
calls “negative mode,” cold air

from Canada moves southward,
and the jet stream “dips down,”
causing colder weather, which is
what happened last winter.
“ T h i s y e a r, t he No r t h
Atlantic Oscillation has been
WEATHER ● 3

ESPN founder tells story of network
Rasmussen hopes
tale will inspire
USC students
Courtney Charroux

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

St udent s packed into t he
Russell House Ballroom
Wednesday evening and eagerly
listened while Bill Rasmussen,
the founder of ESPN, told them
the story of how the network

Thursday
75°

41°

Friday
68°

44°

came to be.
About 300 arrived in total —
some even standing in the back
of the room — as Rasmussen
described how he and his son
Scott came up with the idea for a
24-hour sports network, and how
they made it happen.
He was turned down by many
different investors in the late
1970s, but Rasmussen kept on.
Today, ESPN is the highestgrossing network in The Walt

Disney Corporation; is broadcast
on a l l seven cont i nent s; is
av a i l able i n 52 c ou nt ie s
worldwide; and is tied to ESPN
Radio, itself the biggest radio
station in the world.
But it didn’t start out with such
success — or even the wide array
of sports it broadcasts today.
The National Hockey league
was the first to sign with ESPN,
g i v i n g t he m p r i v i le g e s t o
ESPN ● 2

Sexual assault
police report
released
Document made
public five days
after incident
Cassie Cope

CCOPE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Five days after an alleged
sex ua l assau lt occ u r red,
Columbia Police Chief Randy
Scot t made t he incident
report available to The Daily
Gamecock Wednesday.
The repor t sa id t he
incident location was 2000
Greene St., which is t he
address for Pavlov’s, a popular
Five Points bar. However, a
press release Saturday said
t he i nc ident rep or ted ly
occurred at a residence on
Greene Street. The police
report confirmed this, calling
the location of the crime a
“residence/home.”
Scott said the victim was
underage, and according to
the incident report, both the
suspect and the victim had
been consuming alcohol.
Under age d r i n k i ng is
a n is s ue Scot t sa id he’s
concerned about.
“Unfortunately, Pavlov’s
has been the ring leader for
underage drinking,” he said.
An officer was dispatched
to a hospital at 2:31 a.m.
Saturday in response to the
allegation of criminal sexual
conduct in the third degree
or “forcible rape,” according
to the report. The earlier
release said that the incident
reportedly occurred Friday.
The report said the suspect
in this crime hasn’t been
identified or located.
The suspect was an
“acquaintance” of the victim,
according to t he report,
though Scott said that the
term “acquaintance” on an
incident report does not
necessarily mean they were
friends, but it also doesn’t
mean they were strangers.
South Carolina’s code of
laws state a person is guilty
of criminal sexual conduct in
the third degree if:
— “The actor uses force
or coercion to accomplish
the sexual batter y in the
ab s e nc e of a g g r a v at i n g
circumstances.”
— “The actor knows or
has reason to know that the
victim is mentally defective,
ment a l l y i nc ap ac it at e d ,
or physically helpless
a nd agg ravated force or
aggravated coercion was not
used to accomplish sexual
battery.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news
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Voter ID law

National Signing Day

Mix Editor Chloe
Gould lists five soulful
singer/songwriters
we’re thinking about
this week.

Columnist Emily
Anderson calls into
question the motives
behind SC’s proposed voter ID law.

South Carolina saw
all of its commitments
stick and filled its
needs with signees
from Georgia.
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ESPN • Continued from 1
broadcast all their games.
The National Football
League came next, giving
t hem t hei r f i r st f u l l
season in 1987.
Major League Baseball
didn’t sign on until 1990,
and although the NCAA
was not entertained by
the idea at first, shortly
after its first demo on air,
they too signed with the
network.
ESPN’s other popular
features and programs,
like the Top 10 Plays
and College Game Day,
just evolved from ideas

thrown around in a room
full of employees.
Rasmussen’s spirit of
deter m i nat ion shone
t h rough was asked if
he had any advice for
aspiring entrepreneurs.
“Always have belief in
yourself and be positive of
the idea,” he said.
It was a fitting answer
from a man who brought
a seemingly silly idea
to massively successful
fruition.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
news

Bed bugs at The Lofts
When most college students hear mention
of scent-detecting canines searching through
apartments, they usually assume the dogs are
looking for drugs.
But that won’t be the case for residents
of The Lofts at USC today. The building’s
management sent out a notice to residents
Wednesday to inform them of imminent
inspections, not for drugs, but for a much more
sinister nuisance — bed bugs.
“A s I’m su re you’re awa re, we have
experienced isolated concerns with bed bugs,”
the statement read. “As a company we take
these concerns very seriously; therefore as
a preventative measure we have employed
Gregory Pest Control Service to do a sweep
of the entire property with a (World Detector
Dog Organization) certified scent-detection
canine.”
The dog will sweep the premises starting at
9 a.m., the statement said. Management asked
residents for their cooperation to insure an
accurate inspection can be conducted.
— Compiled by Colin Campbell

Black History Month kicks off
Stories, memories
reflect personal
spirit of heritage
Rebecca Johnson

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

It wa sn’t u nt i l t he
20t h cent u r y t hat
African-Americans had
any substantial mention
i n A mer ic a n h istor y
books.
A nd it wasn’t u nt il
1926 that recognition
of black history began
in earnest with “Negro
History Week,” which
later expanded to f ill
t he ent i re mont h of
February.
K ic k i n g of f Bl a c k
H i s t or y Mont h , t he
Office of Multicultural
Student Affairs and the
Black Faculty and Staff
A ssociat ion u nveiled
their February plans in
the Capstone Campus
Room Wed ne sday at
noon.
A mong t hem: H ip
Hop Wednesday, a visit
from Rev. Run of RunD.M.C. and t he 2012
Gospel Extravaganza.
Rodrick Moore,
director of the Office of
Multicultural Student
A ffairs, and Kennet h
Fr ier son , a s sist a nt
d i r e c t o r, a r e b o t h
enthusiastic about their
plans for Black History
Month.
“It is impor t a nt to
promote awareness
of A f r ica n-A mer ica n
history to the campus
at large,” Moore said.
“[ There is] no bet ter
way to do t h i s t h a n
through events.”
Event s t h is mont h
will showcase

everything from fi lms,
food and music to
literat ure relat ing to
black h istor y, wh ich
Frierson hopes will help
educate and inf luence
students.
“[ Black H istor y
Month] will benefit the
university community
because black history is
American history, and
our theme of the month
is ‘Embracing the Past:
Shaping the Future,’ so
as you learn more about
the past, you will learn
more of your future,”
he said.
Wednesday’s speakers
echoed t hat t heme,
drawing from personal
ex per ience a nd t he
experiences of ot hers
to rem i nd st udent s
to be m indf u l of t he
past, their country and
people’s heritages, as
well as to be more aware
and appreciative of the
opportunities in their
own lives.
That resonated with
John Cuenin, third-year
pol it ica l science a nd
economics student and
St udent G over n ment
Historian, who said he
came to the event for
t he passion it s cause
embodies.
“I thought it would
be a really good
program because I feel
l i ke st udent s shou ld
participate in programs
more of ten,” he said.
“The people t hat put
on event s a re ver y
passionate about t he
causes they promote.”
Much of that passion
stems from the personal
stories and experiences
t h at c ompr i s e bl ac k
history.
Oran Logan, a firstyear biolog y st udent,
welc ome d at t e nde e s

Nicole DeBartolo / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Gene Luna shares his “personal black history” with
students in Capstone Wednesday afternoon.
to t he k ick-of f event
a nd i nt roduced what
he described as a
“Black History Month
celebration of beautiful
people with triumphant
stories and heritage.”
Gene Luna, associate
v ice president for
hou si ng a nd st udent
development, has one of
those stories, which he
calls his “personal black
history.”
Luna grew up
ne a r G r e e n sb o r o i n
Leek sv ille, N.C .,
a nd was a st udent
at R o a nok e C ol le g e
during the height of the
Civil Rights Movement.
He roomed w it h t he
c ol le g e’s f i r s t bl a c k

student and athlete.
“I felt a little special
being asked,” he said.
Luna and his
r o o m m a t e , Fr a n k i e
A l len, who coaches
men’s basketball at the
University of Maryland
Eastern Shore, became
b e s t f r ie n d s d u r i n g
their time together, a
friendship Luna said he
still values.
“There began
a friendship and
education for both of us
I wouldn’t trade any of
my degrees for,” he said.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
news
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pretty positive, which tends to keep the jet
stream from making dips,” Vaughan said.
“Last year, the North Atlantic Oscillation
every now and then would balance out the
weather you’d expect from a La Niña, but
this year it has been very inactive; it hasn’t
had much influence on the weather here in
South Carolina.”
T he pa st t wo mont h s h ave b een
“u nseasonably war m,” accord i ng to
Vau g h a n , w ho rep or t e d t h at b ot h
December a nd Ja nuar y had average
temperatures that were significantly higher
than usual.
“January was 4.6 degrees above normal,
which is fairly significant, and December
was 4.8 degrees above normal. That’s
pretty mild, but it’s not the warmest start
to winter we’ve ever had,” Vaughan said,
noting that December 2011 and January
2012 were the 17th warmest Decembers
and Januaries since 1887.
This year’s warm winter is in stark
contrast with Columbia’s last, with wide
gaps between each year’s average highs and
lows.
“During last year’s unusually cold winter,
Columbia’s average January high and low
were 53 and 30.5. The warm January
of 2012 had an average high and low of
approximately 62 and 37,” Carbone said.
Despite the warm weather, Carbone
warns not to rule out a winter weather
event completely.
“All you need is one cold outbreak and a
little moisture from the Gulf of Mexico for
a single snow storm,” Carbone said. “The
odds are against us this winter, but we
certainly can expect a few days to be cold.”
Carbone said for that to happen, the cold
would have to coincide with a low-pressure
system coming out of the Gulf or along the
East Coast.
A c h a nge i n t he Nor t h A t la nt ic
Oscillation could also spur a period of
colder weather or a winter weather event.
“We have about a month, and there’s a
chance this month for colder weather if the
North Atlantic Oscillation goes negative
again. It’s forecast to go neutral or negative
in the middle of the month, so maybe we’ll
get some colder air in a couple of weeks,”
Vaughan said. “It looks like it’s going to be
fairly mild, but it’s hard to tell. The way the
weather’s been and the way the La Niña has
been behaving decrease the chance, but it
doesn’t mean it won’t happen.”

night before, another Rolling Rock
bottle “may have been used as the
device” when a Carolina Gardens
trash drop-off area on Whaley
Street caught fire, according to a
separate report.
Police matched the fingerprints
they collected to Podewil’s, which
had been taken after a previous
arrest.
According to the South Carolina
L a w E n f o r c e m e nt D i v i s io n
(SLED), Podewil was arrested
three times in 2011: in April on
charges of drunken driving, in
October for reckless driving and
driving with an open container,
and in December for possession of
cocaine.
When he was arrested Tuesday,
investigators found evidence in
his home “leading us to believe
he’d continue if we hadn’t worked
together,” Jenkins said.
Police had also responded to a
report that a “burning object” was
thrown from the top of Pendleton
Street Garage at about 3:45 a.m. on
Jan. 6, a few hours before the Salty
Nut Cafe caught fire. Responding
of f icers found “t he shattered
remains of what appeared to be a
glass bottle that contained charred
fabric and a flammable liquid” in
the intersection of Pendleton and
Pickens streets.
Since then, SLED, USC police
and the Columbia Fire Department
collaborated to relate the crimes.
Police said they think Podewil
also used a Molotov cocktail in the
Salty Nut Cafe arson, allegedly
breaking a window and throwing
one through it.
They believe that the targets of
the crimes were chosen at random
and that Podewil’s alleged acts were
becoming increasingly frequent.
Police are not sure if Podewil
worked alone. But Jenkins said
he was relieved Podewil has been
taken into custody.
“There is a calm in t he
neighborhood and the business
area to know that this person’s off
the street,” Jenkins said.

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news
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A USC student suspected in last month’s Salty Nut Cafe arson was arrested Tuesday
night, following three similar incidents in which he was alleged to have been involved.
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Cultural awareness
vital in education

Local PD disappoints
USC with resistance
When a crime occurs — especially a sexual
assault — there should be one concern on
everyone’s mind: safety, both for the victim
and for the community. News sources and
police staff cooperate in an attempt to keep
the public informed and aware of the dangers
present.
Th is week ,
“We believe
that cooperation
strongly in crime fell apart.
I n re spon se
reporting that is
t o Fr id a y ’s
conscious of the sex u a l a s sau lt
needs of all those allegation, The
Daily Gamecock
affected by an
requested police
reports related
incident.”
to the incident.
At ever y turn,
the Columbia Police Department stood
in our way. It resisted our staff’s myriad
requests and questions in a manner that was
unnecessarily unhelpful. The department’s
stonewalling even stretched the boundaries of
public information laws.
T he Da i ly G a mecock wou ld never
endanger the identity of a victim, especially
a sexual assault victim. We believe strongly
in crime reporting that is conscious of the
needs of all those affected by an incident. For
that reason, victim privacy is a great concern
to us, as is the community’s right to have all
the facts when a violent crime takes place near
our campus.
However, the Columbia Police Department
continues to ignore this right. A report
released to us Wednesday came from the
officer at the hospital — not the officer who
responded to the crime scene — and was
so heavily redacted that the information
was convoluted and largely unhelpful. Only
after finally reaching Police Chief Randy
Scott were our reporters able to glean any
substantial details.
This attitude does not just speak negatively
of the police department’s engagement of
local news sources, but also of its investment
in the USC community in general. The
police have an obligation — as we have ours
— to give both our city and our campus every
resource necessary for its protection.

ID requirements endanger voter rights
Law targets minorities,
college-aged groups
The Senate Judiciary Committee of
South Carolina passed a bill last week
that could potentially disenfranchise
many college students and minorities
throughout the state.
Senate Bill 304 requires that proof
of citizenship be presented when
registering to vote, the
most accessible form
being a state-issued ID
card. Many students do
not have state-issued
IDs, especially USC’s
out-of-state population,
wh ich const it utes
Emily
approx imately 28
Anderson percent of t he tot a l
Second-year
student body. The law
English student
would accept out-ofstate IDs in theory, but the eligibility of
these IDs remains under the discretion
of a single person — the executive
director of the S.C. Department of
Motor Vehicles.
This law would also limit voting
oppor t u n it ies for m i nor it ies.
According to the NAACP, 25 percent
of African Americans and 16 percent
of Latinos do not have any form of
government-issued identification.
Voter fraud suspicions increased
fol low i ng t he 20 08 president ial
election, which boasted a notoriously
high voter turnout — particularly
among the African A merican and
college-aged communities, the very
popu lat ions who wou ld be most
negatively affected by the voter ID bill.
Some attributed the high amounts of
new voters to a proliferation of voter
fraud rather than increased levels of
interest among the newly eligible voter

generation.
SB 304 is almost identical to South
Carolina’s previous voter ID bill, which
was blocked last December. Changes to
state voting policies in South Carolina
are subject to federal pre-approval
due to the state’s history of deliberate
disenfranchisement of minorities. The
U.S. Justice Department blocked the
previous bill on the grounds that it was
discriminatory and in direct violation
of the Voting Rights Act.
The subcommittee insists that the
bill is not a means of discriminating
against minority voters, but rather a
way to reduce the occurrence of voter
fraud. Sen. Chip Campsen attempted
to justify his support of the bill by
arguing that the state’s current voting
system allows illegal immigrants to
cast ballots, though he was unable
to provide any evidence that this is
an issue in South Carolina. Further
hurting his cause is the fact that, out
of the 900 dead voters claiming to have
“voted” in previous elections, none
have been found to be actual instances
of fraud. They were simply clerical
errors.
The political motives behind this
bill are staggeringly clear. Republican
support in South Carolina remains
stronger than ever, as the recent
primary proves. It would only benefit
the conser vatives of this state to
prevent as many Democrats as possible
from voting in the presidential election
next fall. However, voter rights extend
beyond Republicans and Democrats.
This bill endangers the rights of
everyone, no matter their affiliation,
and it should be opposed by anyone
who wishes to keep the voting process
a pure testament to the freedoms we
all enjoy.

Former Harvard President
Lawrence Summers wrote an
article last week commenting
on the college education system
a nd it s f ut u re. A mong h is
points, Summers wrote that
learning a foreign language
will be worthless to American
students in the coming years.
He suggested that within a
fairly short time it will become
unnecessary to have foreign
la ng uage sk ills
in a wide variety
of fields ranging
f rom business
to med ic i ne to
politics.
O n e
o f
Summers’ main
Lauren
explanations for
Stefan
Fourth-year
this diminishing
international
necessit y is
studies student
an alleged
improvement
in machine translation. Yet
anybody who has attempted a
last-minute online translation
for a language class knows that a
computer produces inconsistent
work. Relying on a machine to
switch between languages can
barely get you a passing grade on
an assignment, let alone give you
an accurate understanding of,
for example, a business proposal
from a Spanish company.
Globa l izat ion w il l not
have the power to completely
destroy the variety of languages
t h at e x i s t , a nd p r e p a r i n g
for the continuation of those
languages is vital to students.
Approaching foreigners with
even a minimal understanding
of the language — instead of
relying on a machine to translate
— shows a genuine drive to
be conscious of their culture.
This small attempt to connect
with others on a cultural level
will be an important factor in
all international relations. This
attitude could help Americans
raise their standards and image
in the global community.

Company unfairly claims Twitter followers
Former employee’s account does not
constitute oﬃcial customer list
You know the times are changing when a company
believes that its Twitter followers should be treated
like a customer list. The online social network service
got its start almost six years ago, and is now being
manipulated by companies that want more money.
U.S. Magistrate Judge Maria-Elena James ruled on
Monday that the lawsuit by South Carolina company
PhoneDog against former employee Noah Kravitz
could go forward. PhoneDog, a review website for
mobile devices, sued Kravitz in July with the claim
that after Kravitz resigned from the company he
changed his Twitter name from @PhoneDog-Noah
to @noahkravitz, yet kept his 17,000 followers.
PhoneDog claims that Kravitz should pay $2.50 per
Twitter follower per month for eight months, a total
of $340,000, because the followers are similar to a
customer list. The company wants compensation for
the loss of their “customers” and for the hundreds of

thousands of dollars that Kravitz’s name change cost
them in lost business.
While these claims sound exaggerated, it is really
not that hard to imagine a company losing money
over social network followers. Look at
Facebook. It began in 2004 and now
has more than 800 million active users.
That’s more than double the population
of the United States. There are “pages”
for everything you can imagine, pages
that are often company-generated for
Angel
the purposes of advertising. The same
Hollon
is becoming true for Twitter, and while
First-year print
Twitter is not as big as Facebook, it is
journalism
climbing in members and is becoming
student
more appealing for businesses. Its layout
is easier to use and more flexible than Facebook’s,
allowing businesses to increase their advertising even
more. There is no denying that Twitter will become an
even stronger tool for advertisers in the years to come.
However, Twitter followers should not be classified
as a legitimate customer list. They could be classified

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
V ie w p o i nt s p a g e i s t o s t i m u l at e
discussion in the University of South
Carolina community.
All published authors are expected
to provide logical arguments to back
their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters to
the editor, guest columns and feedback
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and g uest columns
shou ld b e s ubm it ted v ia em a i l to
g a m e c o c k e d it o r @ s c . e d u . L e t t e r s
must be 200 to 300 words in length

as an informal customer list, but unless PhoneDog is
a business solely based on Twitter — which it is not —
then it cannot claim that Kravitz stole its customers.
Kravitz should win this case, because what is at
stake in this dispute is the difference between a
customer and a follower. A customer can be classified
as a person that buys either goods or services from a
business, while a follower is an adherent of a certain
person, cause or activity. Twitter followers should
not be treated as a customer list, because the two
words express two different qualities. True customers
interact with a business through multiple means
outside of Twitter, whereas followers simply keep track
of announcements.
Despite all this, Kravitz could have avoided the issue
by making it perfectly clear to his followers that he
no longer represented PhoneDog. For all the students
that are looking into a job that involves technology,
specifically social networking, be careful to keep
the company in mind and act professionally when
handling Twitter. Your followers might change from a
close resource into a career liability.

and include the author’s name, year in
school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
colu m ns. Colu m n ist s shou ld keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Da ily G amecock a nd must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let
us know about it. Email sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will
print the correction in our next issue.
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Singers/songwriters
shine with soul
Chloe Gould

CGOULD@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

They’re a dime a dozen — the aspiring and established singer/songwriters who build their
career around sweet acoustic melodies and crowd-captivating charm. Whether their records
are products of basement recording booths and a network of friends, or the first release in
label life, these soulful crooners appeal to the masses with their honest, self-written songs
and stripped-down vocals. These are the five singer/songwriters on the rise we’re thinking
about this week.

Ben Rector
The sensitive, soul-searching songwriter
who tells the tale of falling in love: it’s a quickly
cornered market. But Oklahoma native Ben
Rector takes the lovable nice-guy charisma
to a new level. The 25-year-old singer touts
a collection of love songs, each painting the
picture of his wife and their lyrically adorable
story. And he’s achieved his success on his
own accord, reaching number one on the

Jesse Ruben
He’s cute, quirky and between his knit
beanie and dangerous smile, it’s a wonder Jesse
Ruben hasn’t already become a 20-something
sensation. The Berklee College of Music in
Boston grad grew up in a musical family and
each of his live performances are sprinkled
with stories of childhood — both in and
outside of music — only further crafting his

Julia Sheer
Golden, Colo., artist Julia Sheer has found
her niche in her ability to bring her own set
of emotions to each and every song she sings
— from Katy Perry covers to original tracks
from her two-man band Caroline County.
The songstress proves herself with just one
note, perfecting a sound somewhere between
acoustic pop and country — with just the right
amount of sweet Southern appeal. Sheer’s

Carter Hulsey
He’s the essence of cool with his crazy,
d isheveled ha i r, pla id but ton-ups a nd
occasional Ray-Bans. Joplin, Mo., acoustic folk
singer/songwriter Carter Hulsey has struck
a balance between emotional and sensitive
guitar-toting crooner and rebel without a
cause. His first album — 2010’s “A Note In

Jenny Owen Youngs
She’s too cool for school — her long brown
locks and acoustic guitar hark back to singers/
songwriters of the ‘60s and ‘70s. There’s a
qualit y, a rasp and register, which adds
authenticity to her effortless sound. And her
quirk, reflected most notably through her full
character and costume-filled cover and music
video of Nelly’s “Hot in Herre,” makes Youngs

singer/songwriter charts following the Sept.
13 release of his independent fourth album
“Something Like This.” “Loving You is
Easy” off 2010’s “Into the Morning” is one
of his most popular — an upbeat, tongue-incheek look into love — while “She Is” from
“Something Like This” is a personal No. 1,
slowing things down for a more drum and
piano-driven beat. Ben Rector is currently
on tour with Needtobreathe and will be in
Charlotte, N.C. March 2 and Charleston, S.C.
March 3.
likability as an artist. In a December show
at Jammin Java in Vienna, Va. the traveling
songster kept the audience swaying to his
slow, melodies while sharing stories about his
embarrassingly large front teeth as a child and
his loves lost, scorned and cherished. Ruben
has released two full-length albums on his
own, “Aiming for Honesty” and “The Ones
That Matter,” which are both available on
iTunes.

Ben Rector
Courtesy of Chris Galegar

Julia Sheer

personal website, juliasheer.com, features a
2010 acoustic cover of Taylor Swift’s “Sparks
Fly” while her YouTube channel (JuliaSheer)
impresses with more recent renditions of Katy
Perry’s “The One That Got Away” and The
Band Perry’s “If I Die Young.” Sheer is now
singing alongside singer/songwriter Matthew
McGinn as the second half of Caroline
County, adding a certain spunk and polish to
original songs like “Heaven in the Middle of
Nowhere.”
Courtesy of Facebook.com

Your Pocket” — released on fellow Joplin artist
Christofer Ingle’s (of NeverShoutNever!) label
Loveaway Records. It features slow-moving
love single “Black & Blue” along with the
more fun and character-telling “Good Time.”
Hulsey’s Carter Hulsey Band independently
released “What You Carry” in May, featuring
single “Black My Lungs,” that transforms the
solo artist’s sound to a rock-infused folk.
hard not to love. Youngs released 2009’s
“Transmitter Failure” with Canada’s Nettwerk
Music Group, and has completed a successful
Kickstarter campaign for her upcoming fulllength “An Unwavering Band of Light.” The
New Jersey rocker reigns in just the right dose
of eccentricity, pumping up the first single
off the new album, “Pirates,” with up-tempo
percussion and heavy guitar. “An Unwavering
Band of Light” drops Feb. 7 and the first single
can be streamed on Purevolume.

Jesse Ruben
Courtesy of jesseruben.com

Carter Hulsey
Jenny Owen Youngs
Courtesy of jennyowenyoungs.com

Courtesy of altpress.com

ESPN founder pitches positive perspective
Bill Rasmussen shares story
behind network with students
Isabelle Khurshudyan

IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Bill Rasmussen is a baseball fan.
So nat urally, when he met USC President
Harris Pastides, there was one main topic he
wanted to discuss.
“Baseball,” Rasmussen said. “He, as all of
you are, is incredibly proud of the back-to-back
national championships. What I mentioned to
him was, because of my interest in baseball,
prior to ESPN, the College World Series had no
coverage. I wanted to include it, and that was part

of our contract with the NCAA — that we get to
do the College World Series.”
Rasmussen, the founder of ESPN, is not only
a baseball fan, but a sports fan in general, which
pointed him towards a 24-hour network devoted
only to sports. Thirty-two years later, Rasmussen
doesn’t even watch his brainchild every day.
“I’m not a big television fan,” Rasmussen said.
“I’d rather be doing things.”
Rasmussen has always been the t ype to do
something rather than sit around, which was
what led him to found ESPN. After he was fi red
as the communications director of the New
England Whalers hockey team, the opportunity
arose for him to get involved in something new.
Rasmussen heard about a satellite “drifting
around up in the heavens” and decided that with

the satellite’s capabilities, he was going to get a
24-hour transponder and fi ll it with sports.
“On Aug. 16, which I remember ver y well
because it was my daughter’s 16th birthday, my
son and I drove to New Jersey for her birthday
party, and in that 8-hour stretch of driving — I
was driving and he was writing — we laid out
everything that ESPN became,” Rasmussen said.
Rasmussen was originally laughed at by the
major cable networks when he proposed his idea
of a 24-hour sports network.
“They t hought t his was t he dumbest idea
ever k now n to ma n k i nd,” R asmussen sa id.
“Every where I went people said, ‘No, it’s not
going to work.’ I remember going to one very
RASMUSSEN ● 6
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‘The Artist’ tells talkie tale in silence
Actors bring
subtle emotion
to rare style
Tyler Simpson

TSIMPSON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

In today’s world of
C G I , s o u nd e f f e c t s
and IMA X 3-D, silent
films have been longoutdated. So the idea of
making a silent fi lm in
today’s modern society
d o e s n’t s e e m l i k e a
great idea, especially
since it won’t appeal to
the average moviegoer.
But it has happened.
Director Michel
Hazanavicius has
turned back the
clock and presented a
charming piece of real
mo v ie e nc h a nt me nt
f o r t o d a y ’s “ b i g g e r
and louder is better”
audience.
“The Artist”
s t a r s Fre nc h ac t or
a n d c o m e d i a n Je a n
D uja rd i n a s G eorge
Valent in , t he biggest
name in silent fi lm. He
is a proud, charismatic
a n d t h e at r i c a l m a n
who has more power
t ha n t he Hol ly wood
producers a nd of ten
lets his celebrity go to
his head.
O ne day, Va lent i n
meets an aspiring
young woman, Peppy
Miller (Berenice Bejo),
a would-be starlet who
gains at tent ion af ter
t a k i ng a photo w it h
Valentin . She gets her
f i r s t big b r e a k i nt o

cinema as an extra in
one of Valentin’s fi lms,
c reat i ng a rom a nt ic
chance for Valentin and
Miller.
The movie then turns
into a silent version of
“Singin’ in the Rain”
as the latest thing in
the film world — the
advent of t he talk ies
— threatens Valentin’s
c a reer. T he head of
Va l e n t i n ’ s s t u d i o ,
A l Zim mer ( Joh n
G o o d m a n) , t r ie s t o
convince Valentin that
talkies are the future,
but Valentin refuses to
have h is voice heard
on screen . Because of
this, Valentin’s career
hits rock bottom, while
M i l ler embraces t he
f ut u re a nd b ecome s
t he biggest st ar i n
Hollywood.
In t he hands of
H a z a n av ic iu s , “ T he
Artist” pays keen detail
t o t he s i le nt m o v ie
era. Everything in this
mov ie (t he l ight i ng,
t he set locat ion, t he
camera work, t he
editing) works to give
that silent movie feel.
Hazanav icius also
gives us a screenplay
so det a i led t hat it
makes the lack of both
s ou nd a nd d i a log ue
completely irrelevant.
W it h t he ab s e nc e
of dialog ue, music is
helps complement the
mood during bot h
t he melodramat ic
and more lightweight
scenes. Composer
Ludovic Bource gives
“ T he A r t ist ” a ver y
compelling score that
more than accomplishes
t h i s , de s pit e a ver y
con f u si ng ent r y of
t he love t heme f rom
“Vertigo” (1958).
The acting in “The
Artist” is superb across
t he b oa rd, i n a way
that reminisces about
performances from 80

“The Artist”
NOW IN THEATERS

A+

Director: Michel Hazanivicius
Starring: Jean Dujardin, Berenice Bejo,
John Goodman
Rating: PG-13 for a disturbing image
and a crude gesture

Courtesy of collider.com

John Goodman (right) stars as Al Zimmer, the head of George Valentin’s (Jean Dujardin) studio, in “The Artist.”
years ago. With silent
fi lms, there comes the
risk of overacting more
d ra mat ic scenes as
well as not conveying
more subtle emotions
wel l. However, bot h
D uj a r d i n a nd B e j o ,
who have worked with
Hazanav icius before ,
are mar velous as
they emote the usual
expressions of original
silent stars.
Valentin and Miller
a re bot h compel l i ng
cha rac ters t hat we
w a nt t o r o ot f o r a s
t hey f ind each ot her
on t heir separate
paths in the future of
cinema. The mov ie’s
sense of romanticism
and melodrama w it h
these characters’ career

turns easily fascinates
t he aud ience. M iller
strives to help Valentin
get back on his feet as
both an act of devotion
a nd appreciat ion for
Valentin’s help with her
big break, giving their
att ract ion a v irt uous
quality.
The supporting
c a st most ly con sist s
of A mer ic a n ac tor s.
Joh n G ood ma n is
out st a ndi ng as t he
stern studio head who
quick ly embraces
t he t a l k ies. Ja mes
Cromwell gives a
delightful performance
as Valentin’s devoted
but ler . Even Ugg ie ,
Va l e n t i n’s d o g i s a
scene-stea ler i n t h is
fi lm.

Cr it ic s have sa id
that what makes “The
A r t ist” one of t he
best f ilms of 2011 is
how it presents itself
as a wonderf ul piece
of no s t a l g i a t ow a rd
a b elove d , out d at e d
age of media histor y.
T he s a me h a s b e e n
sa id ab out “ Hugo”
a nd “M id n ight in
Pa r is ,” t wo of “ T he
A rtist’s” competition
in the Oscar race. But
“The A rtist” is much
more t han a piece of
nost a lg ia; it ’s a lso a
loving embrace of the
p o s s i b i l it i e s o f t h e
present and the future
of cinema.
The only harmless
dow nside of “The
Artist” is its unrealistic

“I’m not a big television
fan — I’d rather be
doing things.”
— Bill Rasmussen

Spencer Scott / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The founder of ESPN Bill Rasmussen spoke to a crowd of around 300 USC students and faculty Thursday night.
RASMUSSEN ● Continued from 5
p r e s t i g io u s b r o ad c a s t i n g
company — not one of the
big net work s — a nd t hey
invited me to lunch with the
board, which was very kind of
them. We had a nice meeting
af ter wh ich t he cha i r ma n
walked me to the door and

figuratively patted me on the
back, ‘You’re a nice young
man, but this idea is never
going to work.’”
Rasmussen refers to himself
as a positive guy who doesn’t
take no for an answer. When
speaking to a crowd of college
students, he says that is his
greatest message.

“I t h ink in t h is cou nt r y
we have such opportunit y,”
R asmu ssen sa id. “ W hen
we started, we didn’t have
computers. We didn’t have
email. We weren’t online.
There was no Internet. There
was no digital. But right now,
in any room, any collection of
people could pick a name for

look at t he dow nfall
of the silent fi lm. The
mov ie depict s t he
transition from silent
to t a l k ie as rat her
si mple i n it s t wo year span; whereas in
rea l it y, it wa s much
more complicated. But
then again, this movie
is more about t he
tribute and the public’s
changing taste.
“ T he A r t i s t ” m a y
not appeal to the taste
of t he moder n-day
moviegoer, but if given
the chance, the movie
w i l l no doubt prove
delight f u l to a nyone
who sees it.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
mix

a business, go to any domain
supplier, make it a website
under construction and put it
online in 10 minutes.
“Back then we used to have
to call people, put a stamp on
an envelope, mail it to them,
they mailed it back. Then it’s,
‘You can meet me three weeks
from Thursday.’ Today we
wouldn’t even do that. Given
the tools and given the ability
to communicate today, I’m
k i nd of env ious because I
would like to start a whole
bunch of new businesses.”
Rasmussen looks at ESPN
in t he way someone would
look at their kids who grew
up to be successful lawyers or
doctors.
His favorite part of ESPN
is t he “Baseba l l Ton ight ”
program, mostly because of
his love of the sport. Though
he doesn’t watch the channel
e v e r y d a y, h e s t i l l t a k e s
immense pride in how it has
grown.
Rasmussen likes to end his
appearances by challenging
his audience in the same way
he c h a l lenged h i m sel f 33
years ago when he was out of
a job:
“ W h ich one of you is
going to walk through that
door with the next great idea
that I’ll k now started here
tonight?”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix
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OPPORTUNITIES

EMPLOYMENT

Bartending! Up to $250/Day. No
Experience Nec.Training Available.
800-965-6520 Ext253

EMPLOYMENT
SALES & SERVICE
Walker White, Inc. is a local
Mechanical contractor. Our
service and small projects division
is currently looking for a highly
motivated individual to secure new
contracts and provide follow-up
sales calls on our existing client
base. A mechanical or engineering
background is helpful but not
required. Flexible scheduling,
with an opportunity for full time
work during the summer. Qualified
candidate would be a motivated
self starter with excellent
communication and people skills.
Please e-mail resume to
JDennis@Walker-White.com

NOW HIRING!
SWIM TEACHERS!
Pay starts @ $10 per hour.
Free Training and Certification.
Email Jim Reiser @
swimprofessor@sc.rr.com
your current availability,
background/qualifications, and if
you will be here for the summer
Magazine Campus Ambassador
Study Breaks is looking for a
self motivated and very organized
student with strong writing and
photography skills to produce
local content. Contact us to get
published or ask about other job
opportunities. Email
samantha@studybreaks.com

EMPLOYMENT
PROJECT MANAGMENT
Walker White, Inc., a local
Mechanical contractor, is now
accepting resumes for the
following positions: SALES
ENGINEER & PROJECT
MANAGEMENT. Qualified
candidate should have a BS
in Mechanical Engineering or
reasonably expect to graduate
by 2013. Effective leadership,
communication, & problem solving
skills are required. Our engineering
team offers a fast paced, yet
casual & friendly, working and
learning environment. Scheduling
is flexible with an opportunity
for full time employment upon
graduation. Please e-mail resume
with qualifications to
JDennis@Walker-White.com
PT Lifeguard for indoor pool
need current certifications. Email
resume / availability to dcartee@
harbisoncommunity.com.

EMPLOYMENT

LINE AD RATES

TRAVEL

Sodexo at THE NATIONAL
ADVOCACY
CENTER is now
accepting applications for a Parttime Front Desk Clerk
Qualified applicants must be able
to work weeknights and Sundays,
Most holidays off!
Apply in person, MondayWednesday, 9:30a-11:30a
and1:30p-3:30p.
1600 Hampton Street ANNEX,
Suite 310
Columbia, SC 29201
All applicants must be able to
pass a background check and
drug screen!!
EEO/a Drug Free Workplace
If student please attach class
schedule
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1st insertion: $2.50 / line
Subsequent: $1.50 / line

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189 for 5-Days. All prices
include: Round-trip luxury party
cruise. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of 13
resorts. Appalachia Travel. www.
BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

ADDITIONAL INFO
Two line minimum
Avg. line length of 30
characters

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available
for addt’l cost

DEADLINE

SERVICES

Noon, 1 business day
prior to publication

Cashiers needed. close USC.Flex.
HRS.CALL Sophia 8039202645.

Go to www.dailygamecock.com and click on “Classifieds” to place your online &/or print ads. Upload your image(s) & manage your own account in one convenient place!
*FREE ONLINE ADS! Available only to USC students, faculty & staff. Just use your sc.edu email address.
Questions or special requests, call 777-3888 • Office hours: M-F 8:30am- 5pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

PHD • JORGE CHAM

THE SCENE
“THE ARTIST”
3 p.m. / 5:30 p.m. / 8
p.m., $6.50 students /
$7.50 general
Nickelodeon Theatre,
937 Main St.

TOMORROW

HOROSCOPES

Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

Good news about your
objectives. The money’s
prom isi ng. G at her
information. Get together
to devise a family plan.
Keep com mu n icat ion
channels open.

Extra work puts brass in
pockets. Send support to
someone who’s leading
the way. Others look to
you for entertainment.
Don’t worry, you’ll figure
it out.

Yo u g e t a d e s e r v e d
a c k now le d g e me nt ...
accept it gracefully, and
don’t forget to send kind
words the other way. The
money’s improving, too.
Begin writing or recording.

You have no problem
get t ing you r message
across, and the response
is encouraging. Consult a
loved one for advice and
support, and choose your
path. Add music.

It’s easier to work on
projec t s t hat requ i re
concentration now. Your
thoughts may wander and
that’s fine. You feel more
balanced and assured.

Libra

Yo u’r e e x c e p t i o n a l l y
powerful in your
communications now. How
will you use the power of
your word? A blog, book
project, podcast or video
could be interesting.

Expect change in
t h e w o r k p l a c e . I t ’s
f or t he b et t er. St ic k
to prac t ic a l it ie s, a nd
med it ate for bala nce.
Friends help you
understand. Ask, “What
can I provide?”

Yo u’r e e x c e p t io n a l l y
creative, charming and
good looking now. Take
a d v a nt a g e a n d m a k e
it happen. Be t r ue to
yourself, and the money
will follow.

Taurus

Gemini

Stay in touch with your
networks, and let them
k now what you’re up
to. C heck you r work
privately, and release it
when it’s ready. Cash flow
improves.

Cancer

Wr it e dow n you r
unedited thoughts. The
bad ideas need to get out
so the brilliant ones pop
up. Service is the key to
your success. Synchronize
schedules.

Virgo

Scorpio

It’s easier to deal with
fi nancial planning and
to negotiate contracts
n o w ... a n d a g o o d
time to ask for money.
The worse you can get
is a “no.”

Capricorn

TODAY
THE LION IN WINTER, STONEWALL
STAMPEDE, FRONTIER SONS
7 p.m., $5 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

JOHN WESLEY
SATTERFIELD, HIS DAMN
FINE BAND W/ BRYSON
JENNINGS

MUSIC INDUSTRY PANEL W/ JAY MATHESON AND
RODNEY WALLACE
7 p.m., free
5 Points Pub, 2020 Devine St.

8 p.m., $6 in advance /
$8 day of show
5 Points Pub, 2020
Devine St.

@thegamecock
02/02/12

Aquarius

Pisces

It ’s a p er fec t d ay to
generate new contacts
and communicate with
old clients. Listen to their
concerns and prov ide
value. Work from home,
if possible.

Doing DAILY
it
dailygamecock.com

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

S

CASEY JONES, DEATH
BEFORE DISHONOR,
HUNDREDTH
6 p.m., $10
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
tud
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

02/02/12

1 2 3 4

for 02/01/12

ACROSS
1 R&B singer
whose given
name is Antoine
11 Repose
15 1984 Robert
Urich
sci-ﬁ comedy, with
“The”
16 Not right
17 Daring swingers
18 They follow pis
19 Rolling set
20 Mariner gp.
21 Pub serving
22 Dutch burg
23 St. with an arcshaped
northern
border
24 Longtime Yankee
announcer Allen
25 Hurt amount?
27 Not able
30 Belgian
leadership group,
to some residents
33 Age badly, as
jokes
35 Strategy-change
declaration
37 Binging
38 Iberian bread
39 Charity, e.g.
40 “Moll Flanders”
author
42 Drunk’s end
43 Awareness
44 Calf warmer
48 Source of lowalcohol
wines
50 Small red
crawlers
52 Soprano role in
Bizet’s “The Pearl
Fishers”
53 Game
interruption
54 Vegetable
storage area
56 Block
57 1951 play that
inspired
“Cabaret”
58 Lobster moms
59 Knows
something is
rotten in
Denmark
DOWN
1 Royal orders
2 Play a par-3
perfectly

3 Earth
4 Looked through a
knothole, say
5 Semana parts
6 Florida NBA
team, on
scoreboards
7 Augusta native
8 “No clue”
9 Fishing gear
10 Tasmania’s
highest peak
11 One working on a
board
12 Some time back
13 “Fear” author
Hubbard
14 Riven is its
sequel
23 Indulgent sort
24 Error
25 Crooked
26 Home room
28 And
29 “Brat Farrar”
novelist
30 Preﬁx with gram
31 Outﬂow
32 Unsubtle
jewelry
34 Attach, in a way
35 Choice indicator
36 __ school
41 Celebratory
44 Name on a
southern

Solutions from 02/01/12

National Historic
Trail sign
45 Crude carrier
46 Santa __: Intel
headquarters
47 Measure of rock
ﬁneness?
48 Crafty
49 Pitcher’s
success
50 Goddess of
discord
51 Head of a bar?
52 Open stretches
55 Aquarter of M
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Roland signs
with USC
South Carolina emphasizes
in-state recruitment
Isabelle Khurshudyan

IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

National
Signing
Day

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Wide receiver Shaq Roland, a Lexington native, is USC’s fourth-straight Mr. Football signee from the state of South Carolina.

Gamecocks fill needs with
12 signees out of Georgia
Isabelle Khurshudyan

IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

South Carolina coach Steve Spurrier
will not be able to accurately evaluate
his incoming class for several years.
“ We’ve a l l sig ned players t hat
everybody thinks is going to tear them
up, but they don’t do much,” Spurrier
said. “Then you get some that nobody
wants very much and they come in and
be good, solid players. Three to four
years down the road is when you know
how your recruiting class did.”
For the time being, Spurrier was all
smiles when talking about the names
on the letters of intent that he received
on Wednesday, especially because of
how everyone in the class honored their
commitment.
“ Ev e r y p l a y e r t h at o f f i c i a l l y
committed to us stuck,” Spurrier said.
“We didn’t have any defections or
anything like that. It was neat that they
all stuck with us from the beginning.
Statistics show that players that stick
to their commitment usually stick in
college. Those that change around a
few times, a lot of times they change
colleges too, so I think we’ve got a good
class of young men.”
Not on ly d id t he G a mecock s’
commits stick, but they stuck early.
Steve Spurrier Jr., t he recr uit ing
coordinator, cited a study that says that
the earlier players commit, the more
likely they are to defect; however, the
Gamecocks had 16 commits at the end
of the summer when they only had six
the year before at that time.
“It’s changed t he way we of fer

people,” Spurrier Jr. said. “When we
offer a young man in the summer,
there’s a chance he may commit to us,
so we better make sure that’s a player we
want. Recruiting’s changed a little bit in
the summer — you need to make sure
you get them on your campus and you
need to really try to get them to a camp
and evaluate them.”
Though Spurrier won’t be ready
to give a real evaluation for another
three years when the class has had an
opportunity to perform on the field, the
achievements of the class look favorable
for USC. The class includes four
PARADE All-Americans in offensive
tackle Brock Stadnik, defensive end
Darius English, quarterback Brendan
Nosovitch, and wide receiver Shaq
Roland. In a class rated No. 18 in
the nation and No. 7 in the SEC by
Rivals.com, 12 of the 25 signees are
from Georgia and just five from South
Carolina. North Carolina and Florida
were had the third-most signees with
three each.
“Georgia is always a state that has a
lot of players,” Spurrier Jr. said. “I’m
not sure if it was last year or the year
before, but Georgia sent more players to
the SEC than any other state, so we’ve
always known there’s a lot of players in
that state.”
Lorenzo Ward, who was promoted
to defensive coordinator after the
departure of Ellis Johnson for the
Southern Miss head coaching vacancy,
is responsible for most of the Georgia
commitments. Spurrier Jr. said that
Ward “really hustled and recruited hard
all over the place all year long.”
Why is Ward an efficient recruiter?
“He’s an encourager,” Spurrier said.
“He’s not a screamer or yeller so much.

He’s a teacher and encourager, so I
think he’s an important guy around here
as the defensive coordinator.”
The Gamecocks were filled their
biggest need a nd Ward’s area of
expertise, defensive backs, as well as
wide receiver and offensive lineman.
“La st yea r, we sig ned a lot of
defensive lineman, so this year we
knew we wouldn’t be as heavy in that
area,” Spurrier Jr. said. “Offensive line
is always a need — you like to sign five
a year. Five or six offensive lineman
a year would really be great, but they
seem to be in the lowest supply and in
the highest demand. It’s hard to find
five great ones, but we definitely try
our best. Defensive backs is a need
in the secondary and also for special
teams because they’re usually your best
contributors there, so coach Ward did
an excellent job.”
Though it might take three to four
years to fully evaluate the class, Spurrier
is well aware of how quickly a string of
quality recruiting classes can make an
impact, as the Gamecocks have been
able to have their two best seasons in
program history off their recruiting,
which, in return, has been a greater
draw for more top recruits.
“We’ve certainly got more to offer
t han we ever have here at Sout h
Carolina,” Spurrier said. “We have a
track record for winning. We have a
track record for graduating our players.
We play in the SEC and the facilities
right now are about as good as anywhere
in the country, so we’ve got a good
football program. Our job is to keep it
going.”
Comments on this story?
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Gamecocks travel to UF
South Carolina looks to avenge
January loss to Gators in Gainesville
Kyle Heck
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For the South Carolina basketball team, the mantra this
season has been improving as the season progresses.
After a 0-4 start to SEC play, USC (9-11, 1-5 SEC) finally
showed some progress with a 56-54 upset win over Alabama
one week ago. However, Saturday the Gamecocks took another
step backwards with a 66-62 loss on the road at Ole Miss.
Heading into tonight’s game in Gainesville, Fla., against
Florida (17-4, 5-1 SEC), coach Darrin Horn is still confident
that his team is improving.
“Our focus has continued to be the same thing,” Horn said.
“Let’s keep getting better. We definitely made progress on the
road at Ole Miss, we had a chance to win the game. That’s what
you want to do in league play on the road. We missed a free
throw and credit their kid for making a shot.”
Tonight will mark the second time USC has faced the
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Gators this season. In the last meeting at Colonial Life Arena,
Coach Darrin Horn said he will continue to start Damien Leonard.
USC started the game hot and took a 41-40 lead into halftime
before faltering in the second half, eventually losing 79-65. something that Horn says is beneficial to his team, despite the
Florida burned the Gamecocks from behind the arc, making challenging nature of the short turnaround against top teams.
“This is a team that has continued to build confidence,”
12 of 24 3-point shots.
“We have got a very dangerous Florida team coming up,” Horn said. “We have practiced that way and played like it on
Horn said. “They’re essentially leading the country in 3-point Saturday against an Ole Miss team that has been very good at
shooting. I think if you say that you have to go in and shut home. Our focus has got to be to continue to play that way and
down their 3-point shooting, well that isn’t going to happen — put ourselves into position to win one of these games on the
they put up 26 a game. Some are going to drop in. I think what road.”
The Gamecocks will need Damontre Harris to stay out of
we have to do is eliminate some of the easy ones that come off
of our mistakes where we have a bad turnover and it leads to a foul trouble tonight as he was limited to just 16 minutes on the
court against Ole Miss, which hurt USC in more areas than
transition 3.”
Despite shooting guard Damien Leonard’s prolonged one.
“His presence is huge for us in a lot of ways, specifically as
shooting slump, Horn has decided to keep him in the starting
it relates to his athleticism around the basket,” Horn said. “He
lineup, citing his work ethic and effort in practice.
“I just want to win,” Leonard said. “I just want to go out can grab a few rebounds, block some shots and keep guys away
from the rim. When he is not out there, we really don’t have
there and play hard and do what the coaches want me to do.”
USC is no stranger to playing ranked teams this season, and anyone else like him.”
after tonight’s game the team has just two days to prepare to
face No. 1 Kentucky at home Saturday. It will be the fourth
meeting versus a top-five team for USC this season. This is Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

South Carolina coach Steve Spurrier
takes pride in signing the best player in
South Carolina, and he has good reason
to after the track record the Gamecocks
have had recently.
“Certainly, getting Mr. Football
again this year is neat,” Spurrier said.
“Really, look ing back at Stephon
Gilmore being the first, he really helped
us four years ago. We had just come off
the Outback Bowl, where we played like
crap. I had hoped somebody didn’t get a
hold of Stephon and get him out of here,
but he was a midyear guy, so he came in
January and stuck with us. Then Marcus
Lattimore, then ( Jadeveon) Clowney,
and now Shaq Roland. They’ve all been
outstanding players and will continue
to be, so it’s pretty neat that we’ve been
able to do that.”
Spurrier’s past three Mr. Football
recruits have led to three consecutive
defeats of Clemson, one SEC East
Championship, and the school’s first 11win season. When Roland, the 2011 Mr.
Football out of Lexington, signed his
letter of intent, he became the fourthstraight South Carolina Mr. Football
to commit to USC, bringing a host of
expectations with him. Nevertheless,
Roland was relieved to get signing day
over with and make his commitment to
USC official.
“I’m just looking forward to going
there,” Roland said. “We should have a
great season.”
Roland said that Steve Spurrier Jr.,
who coaches wide receivers, told him
that he can make a similar impact as the
past three Mr. Footballs.
“He’s a great guy,” Roland said. “He
told me they have a need for a receiver
to replace Alshon (Jeffery), as far as his
position. They think I can make an
impact early.”
Spurrier recalled watching Roland in
a high school game and being impressed
with his speed.
“I got a chance to watch the first
half of one of their games this year,”
Spurrier said. “He caught one or two
touchdowns in the first half. I got a
chance to watch him play, compete and
so forth. He’ll have a chance to come in
here and compete and go from there, as
will the other receivers.”
Roland is one of just five in-state
recruits in the Gamecocks’ class this
year. Spurrier Jr., who also serves as
recruiting coordinator, stressed the
importance of recruiting within South
Carolina, but said there weren’t as many
highly rated prospects in the state this
year. Spurrier also argued that Georgia,
specifically the Atlanta area, just has
more people, which leads to more
players from that area.
New running backs coach Everette
Sands also stressed that USC needs to
“keep the best players in South Carolina
at South Carolina.” Sands, who is
originally from Conway, S.C. said that
he will recruit the southwestern part of
the state, as well as the southeastern part
of Georgia. He came to USC in January
after coaching at North Carolina State
and faced several challenges in joining a
new staff so close to signing day.
“It’s in the middle of recruiting, so
just making sure you’re doing things the
right way,” Sands said. “You don’t want
to hurt North Carolina State, but at the
same time, I wanted to do what’s best
for me and my family. Doing things fair
for them on their recruiting side, but
also getting to know the running backs
on this side.”
One of the new running backs Sands
will get to know is Kendric Salley out
of Williston, S.C. Ironically, Sands had
recruited Salley for N.C. State.
“Kendric’s a good player,” Sands said.
“It’s unfortunate he got hurt this year,
but he still came back even after his
injury and had a good year, so he’s a guy
that we offered when I was at North
Carolina State.”
Other USC signees from South
Carolina are tight end Jerrell Adams,
wide receiver Kwinton Smith and
offensive tackle Mason Zandi.
“There’s still plenty of players in this
state that are excellent players,” Spurrier
Jr. said. “We know that if we’re going
to become as good a team as we can be,
then we have to recruit this state very
well.”
Comments on this story?
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